Introduction
Perhaps no other leadership role in the USA has enjoyed, or at times suffered from as much attention as the presidency. Scholars from numerous disciplines and subdisciplines, using divergent methods and data, examine the presidency from every conceivable angle. While the topics vary from policy issues to White House china, one area of study enjoys consistent attention: leadership. Some scholars devote their attention to leadership within the presidency -what leadership is, how it is used, ranking officeholders as leaders, and recommending how presidents should do it better (Abshire, 2000; Andrews, 2002; Bailey, 2002; Blakesley, 1995; Burns, 1984; Edwards, 1989; Fishman, 2002; Greenstein, 1988 Greenstein, , 2001b Hargrove, 1998) .
Others use the presidency to define leadership broadly and make recommendations to other types of leaders based on circumstances surrounding presidents and their behaviors (Siegel, 2001; Strock, 1998; Wills, 1994) . As House and Shamir (1993) assert, leadership scholars often articulate similarities between the challenges, skills, and roles of various types of organizational leaders and political leaders. Likewise, Muir (2003: 207) discusses how presidents as leaders become 'the role model for lesser leaders'.
Yet, despite all of this leadership literature focused on, or deriving from, research on US presidents, few have given much attention to what presidents say about leadership, a phenomenon not uncommon in leadership research:
Rather than concentrating on what key decision-makers at the strategic apex of their organization are doing in the context of their work environment, researchers all too frequently draw their major conclusions from laboratory experiments, observations of leaderless groups, or the activities of lower-level supervisors. If leadership is to be a viable area of study -and if that study is to be of service to a constituency of executives -its research focus needs to be closely tied to . . . individuals in leadership positions. (Vries et al., 2004: 476) This omission seems striking on at least two counts. First, as the aforementioned leadership literature involving presidents acknowledges, the presidency is recognized as one of, if not the premier leadership position. Moreover, presidents arrive in the office having operated in other leadership positions throughout their lives. Thus, those serving in that capacity, with those backgrounds will likely have informed and potentially insightful opinions and reflections on leadership. As President Nixon (1982: 2) observed, 'nor can you fully understand what drives a leader if you have only sat on the sidelines watching'.
Second, in an era where insignificant presidential utterances seem to receive analysis befitting holy writ, presidential statements about leadership go essentially unnoticed. Consequently, one could conclude that officeholders have spoken little about it. Yet, modern presidents (that is, Franklin Roosevelt and after) have spoken frequently and at length about leadership, defining it, extolling its virtues, and describing how they embody it.
In response to this gap in the literature, this study presents an analysis of presidential statements on leadership. Analyzing nearly 400 statements made by presidents since Franklin Roosevelt, results indicate that presidents define leadership as visionary, goal oriented, moral, principles based, a responsibility, and a search for the common good. Such definitions typically involve the world of ideas and ideals, which seems to lean toward a more passive leadership role. However, presidents frequently complement these definitions with discussions of what leaders do, clearly establishing leadership as active rather than passive. Such discussions often focus on decision making in leadership and the necessity of persuasion to facilitate decisions made. Finally, presidents emphasize the reciprocal nature of leadership and the necessity of collaboration in leading, particularly given the ultimate importance of, and focus on, people.
Literature review
At the research intersection of the presidency and leadership, the prior literature is, in a word, massive. For example, according to Dorsey (2002) , the last half century has seen more than 60 different systems developed to describe leadership. Nevertheless, it remains 'an elastic concept that moves among a bewildering array of meanings' (p. 3), a conclusion shared by others (Edinger, 1990; Russ-Eft, 1999) . For example, some emphasize leadership as power (Chavez, 1975; Osborne, 1990) , some stress moral leadership (Hargrove, 1998; Shogan, 1991) , and others discuss the Leadership 3(3) Articles cyclical and contextual nature of leadership (Skowronek, 2005) . Still others see leaders as unifying figures, mobilizing others toward a common purpose (Dallek, 1995; Strock, 1998) , and most leadership definitions, particularly those applied to the presidency, see the role as active rather than passive (Hargrove, 1998; Rockman, 1984) . Goethals (2005) provides a useful review of some of the 'bewildering array of meanings' by looking at both general models of leadership and leadership in the presidency specifically. His review of general models includes Burns (1978 Burns ( , 2003 on transformational leadership, Bass (1999) and House and Shamir (1993) on charismatic and transformational leadership, H. Gardner (1995) on stories of identity, Hogg (2001 Hogg ( , 2003 on social identity, and Tyler and Lind (1992) on procedural justice. His discussion of presidential scholarship considers work by Barber (1985) on presidential character, Simonton (1986 Simonton ( , 1987b on presidential personality and success, Skowronek (1993) on reconstructive politics, and Winter (1987) on presidential motive profiles. Dorsey (2002) provides a survey of some of the more prominent leadership models (some of which are discussed by Goethals), most of which have been applied to the presidency at some point. Among others not mentioned earlier, his description includes trait leadership theories (DiClerico, 1995; Simonton, 1987a Simonton, , 1987b Will, believing that decisions made collaboratively are superior to those made by the chief executive alone. Wood and Vilkinas's (2005) sample further identified specific characteristics in leadership:
I Achievement orientation -achieves results and displays energy, passion, and tenacity;
I Humanistic approach -believes in the potential and growth of others and a good communicator;
I Positivism -takes responsibility for own thinking, is creative, and challenges others' thinking;
I Inclusive -participative and empowering; I Integrity -clearly articulated values that translate into behavior; I Balanced approach -balance to all aspects of work and life; I Learning and self-awareness -aware of strengths and limitations, learns from experience.
Of those in the world of political executives, such as US presidents, such research includes Greenstein's (1988) study of Eisenhower as leadership theorist. Through Eisenhower's writings and activities, Greenstein analyzes the president's beliefs about leadership, concluding that Eisenhower saw leadership as situational, thoughtful, consensual, and deliberate. In describing himself, Eisenhower wrote that his leadership 'practices . . . were or are deliberate, or rather, natural to me. They are not accidental' (cited in Greenstein, 1988: 105) .
Modern presidents who wrote memoirs often discussed or defined leadership, either explicitly or implicitly, but few gave it dedicated treatment. In fact, only Richard Nixon and John Kennedy devoted extended attention to the subject -Nixon in Leaders (1982) and Kennedy in Profiles in Courage (1955) . Part memoir, part analysis, Nixon bookends his discussion of various world leaders with observations of and opinions about leadership. With reference to Warren Bennis, Nixon begins by distinguishing leadership from management: 'In a sense, management is prose; leadership is poetry ' (1982: 4) . The former thinks about today and tomorrow; the latter thinks about the day after tomorrow. Managers do things right; leaders do the right things. Consequently, leadership requires vision, a goal, a cause; as Nixon writes, 'leadership must serve a purpose, and the higher that purpose the greater the potential stature of the leader' (p. 327).
Nixon also contrasts what leaders do with who leaders are. For example, leaders read widely and apply lessons of history to present and future circumstances. In the process, they compromise, make decisions, and delegate in order to maximize limited time and resources. This requires a host of qualities, including high intelligence, tenacity, judgment, dedication to a great cause, charm, insight, foresight, calculated boldness, luck, and just enough guile and vanity to enable the leader 'to bring to his work a cold, impersonal calculation' (p. 321).
For his part, Kennedy illustrates the concept of courage in the lives of specific US Senators, which inevitably intersects with discussions of or references to courage in leadership. In particular, Kennedy (1955: xix) emphasizes courage in 'the Leadership 3(3) Articles unpopularity of . . . decisions' when facing pressure from colleagues, constituents, socio-political events and leaders, and others. According to Kennedy, such courage illustrates principled leadership through a commitment to the greater national good and convictions related to self-respect, integrity, conscience, ethics, and morality.
Although these leader-inspired definitions may differ somewhat in their content, they share the same approach of leader-centrism. Moreover, Reihlen (2001) and others (Blunt & Jones, 1997; Brain & Lewis, 2004) assert that leadership definitions have been dominated by western ideas, particularly those of the USA, and such definitions may not accurately reflect leadership constructs beyond the borders of Anglo countries. Some research points to universal leadership qualities, such as transformational leadership, that transcend culture (Bass, 1997; Kuchinke, 1999; Pillai et al., 1999; Rodríguez, 2005; Yokochi, 1989 ). Yet, a long and substantive body of work points to significant differences in the definitions of leadership based on culture and region (Ashkanasy et al., 2002; Bakacsi et al., 2002; Blunt & Jones, 1997; Edinger, 1990; Farmer & Richman, 1965; Gupta et al., 2002; Hofstede, 2001; Hofstede & Bond, 1988; Jesuino, 2002; Kabasakal & Bodur, 2002; Schneider & Littrell, 2003; Spreitzer et al., 2005; Szabo et al., 2002; Tixier, 1994) .
According to Blunt and Jones (1997) , western, particularly American and British definitions of leadership typically include those represented in CEO and presidential definitions described earlier: leader-centrist approaches that place high value on communication and vision setting, teamwork and performance, rationality and persuasiveness, trust and inspiration. Such notions fit well into more individualistic cultures, such as the USA and the UK, rather than more collectivist ones (Mehta et al., 2001; Mole, 1993; Schneider & Littrell, 2003) . For instance, such western understandings of leadership may not align as easily in Finland, for example, where collectivism is more prevalent and leaders are more participative and facilitative (Suutari & Riusala, 2001) , or in Germany, where team orientation is more important than individual achievements and where leaders are valued more for their technical knowledge and less for their 'charisma' (Marx, 2001; Schneider & Littrell, 2003; Tixier, 1994) .
These authors typically talk about the business and economic implications of divergent definitions of leadership, but there may be consequences in the world of political executives. Fabbrini (1994) discusses the 'Americanization' of European politics as reflected in the emergence of highly personalized forms of political executive leadership out of the traditional collectivist approaches common in party or coalition leadership characteristic of Europe. Calling this 'leader-dominated' government, Fabbrini asserts that such leadership reflects that of US presidents, and their emphasis on the rhetorical nature of their office and of an individualistic definition of leadership.
According to Fabbrini, this approach carries with it real implications in the direction a government, and as a result a country takes. Specifically, whereas a more collectivist approach pursues policy options reflecting the interests of the coalition, leader-dominated governments pursue the policies largely determined by the individual executive. Of course, some may disagree with Fabbrini, citing the co-equal structure of American government, but even then Fabbrini's assertion carries some weight given the agenda-setting function US presidents now play in their country's policymaking (Light, 2000) .
A stronger challenge to Fabbrini's (1994) 
Methods

This research begins with the question: In what ways have US presidents since Franklin Roosevelt defined leadership?
The study is limited to the modern presidency for several reasons. First, and foremost, as Skowronek (2002: 747) states, 'modern presidencies have more in common with one another . . . than they have with the entire sweep of traditional presidencies from Washington's to Hoover's'. This reflects the post-depression era domestic changes within the United States and in the relationship of the USA to other countries, and changes in the presidency itself. That is, as the USA grew to an economic and industrial superpower, the office and the role of the presidency expanded significantly, in many ways becoming the focus of national attention in leadership and politics. Consequently, their views on leadership quite likely differ in substantive and important ways from their predecessors.
Second, although documents included in PPPUS vary between administrations, it is a far more consistent source, lending itself to greater systematicity, than searching various collected documents of earlier presidents. Third, the modern presidency provides a logical and somewhat parsimonious starting point. Subsequent studies may well build on this by including other presidencies. Presidential statements about leadership were gleaned from the sources using textual search strings containing the word 'leadership' and any variations (i.e. leader, leaders, lead). Statements were deemed suitable for inclusion in the study if the president defined or described leadership either explicitly or implicitly. An explicit example is Truman's statement, 'Leadership implies more than a recognition of the problem. It implies also a capacity to work out a joint solution with our partners, and to stay with it till the end; it implies resolution and fortitude' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1953: 190) . An implicit example is Johnson's statement, 'Here in the Congress you can demonstrate effective legislative leadership by discharging the public business with clarity and dispatch, voting each important proposal up, or voting it down, but at least bringing it to a fair and a final vote' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1965: 113).
Data
Statements not included in the study were those in which presidents used the word leadership or its variations but in no way defined it in the process. For example, in introducing someone, presidents often use the term leader or leadership, such as 'I want to pay a particular tribute tonight to my good friend the Governor of Hawaii, not only for his leadership as the chair of the Democratic Governors'Association . . .' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1994: 29) . This collection process resulted in 393 statements about leadership included in the study. Table 1 includes the number of statements per president. 
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Analysis
Like the work of Wood and Vilkinas (2005) , who studied the rhetoric of CEOs in defining leadership, the analytic method used herein is content analysis, which involves the construction of categories derived from particular units of analysiscommonly paragraphs, sentences, or words. General advantages of content analysis include (Holsti, 1969; Moen, 1988; Weber, 1985) :
I Communication is a central aspect of social interaction. Content analytic procedures operate directly upon text and transcripts of human communications;
I Documents of various kinds exist over long periods of time. Indicators generated from such series of documents constitute reliable data that may span even centuries and can be used to assess the relationships among economic, social, political, and cultural change;
I Compared with techniques such as interviews, content analysis usually involves unobtrusive measures in which neither the sender nor the receiver of the message is aware that it is being analyzed. Hence, there is little danger that the act of measurement itself will act as a force for change that confounds the data;
I It permits the study of subjects who are inaccessible to the researcher.
Coding was performed using HyperRESEARCH (ResearchWare, 1998), a qualitative analysis tool that facilitates the coding and analysis of qualitative data, such as text, pictures, motion pictures, and so on. Using a standard inductive procedure (Holsti, 1969; Neuendorf, 2002; Weber, 1985) presidential statements about leadership were coded inductively, that is, with no pre-determined categories. Instead, statements were examined and coded at the phrase level within their contexts. This avoids the 'fallacy of presentism', which is when 'the antecedent in a narrative series is falsified by being defined or interpreted in terms of the consequent' (Fischer, 1970: 135) .
As is usually the case in such a process, more than four dozen codes resulted from the inductive phase. Codes with similar or allied meanings were then grouped conceptually to condense them into fewer content categories or constructs, typically called themes (Neuendorf, 2002; Weber, 1985) . This condensation resulted in three principal themes: (1) vision, values, principles, and the common good; (2) the activity of leadership; and (3) leading people; and nine subthemes -moral leadership, leading by example, leadership as responsibility, leadership with, leadership as service, active leadership, decision making, persuasion, and reciprocal leadership.
another key presidential aide presents the Office of Speechwriting with a general list of guidelines about the topics of a given speech. Using thematic and rhetorical devices consistent with the administration's style and goals, the speechwriters create an initial draft of the speech. Later, the president's policy advisors examine the draft with a critical eye, making factual corrections, stylistic suggestions, and proposals of other ideas for the speechwriters to take into consideration on subsequent drafts. The speechwriters receive the edits, choose to heed or ignore them, and compose the next draft. This back and forth continues until either the date of the speech or the production of a draft that is acceptable to all, with the frequency and intensity of the iterations in the drafting process positively related to the importance of the speech. At any given time in this process, presidents can and do play an active role (Benson, 2004; Chernus, 2002; Houck, 2002) .
Presidents also call on resources outside the White House to draft or polish speeches as well (G. Gardner, 1986) . One of the best known recent examples was Dick Morris's legendary stealth drafting of Bill Clinton's 1995 State of the Union address (Morris, 1997; Stephanopoulos, 1999; Waldman, 2000) . But Clinton was only one in a long line of presidents who did so. For example, Franklin Roosevelt used dozens of friends and acquaintances to write speeches (Houck, 2002 ).
Yet, this should not be interpreted to mean presidents have little to do with their speeches. In fact, according to Medhurst (2003) , presidents are often highly involved in both the drafting and editing process of their speeches. It is not uncommon that a president's editing radically changes drafts sent to him. Moreover, as Reagan et al. (2001) illustrate, some are adept writers themselves. As Medhurst (2003: 8) concludes, 'while it is true that different presidents have been involved in very different degrees in the speechwriting process, it has seldom been the case that a president simply mouthed the words penned for him by someone else'.
Despite the many people involved, Roosevelt was known to spend considerable time working over drafts line by line, making many changes (Houck, 2002) . Eisenhower, too, edited his speeches critically (Chernus, 2002; Griffin, 2003) , and the relationship between Kennedy and Sorenson was the closest among contemporary speechwriters and presidents (Benson, 2004) . Although not as close as the latter, some presidents were still quite active with their speechwriters, such as Nixon and Clinton (Hult & Walcott, 2001; Waldman, 2000) , while other presidents had little to do directly with their speechwriters -Lyndon Johnson, Gerald Ford, Carter, and Reagan among them (Hult & Walcott, 2001; Noonan, 1990) .
Finally, regardless of who writes a speech, the president delivers it and owns it (Carlin, 2003) . It is the president who suffers from a speech that does not articulate a vision or respond to critics or define the character of the speaker. A president chooses to deliver the words submitted by writers and other staff members, and he establishes the parameters within which the writers work. As Katz (2003: 195) , a Clinton speechwriter noted, 'a speechwriter can rightly feel pride of ownership in the written document, but the speech, once spoken, belongs to the speaker'.
Results
Vision, values, principles, and the common good
Overwhelmingly, presidents define leadership in terms of vision, values, principles, and the common good. The first of those, vision, is frequently referred to as the most important quality of leadership. According to Reagan, 'to grasp and hold a vision, to fix it in your senses -that is the very essence, I believe, of successful leadership' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1989: 681 States, 1966: 750) . Others, such as Kennedy and Clinton, described it not only as seeing the future but creating 'a sense of the future' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1963: 219; ).
Yet, according to presidents such visionary leadership is not the work of one person but the representation of common purpose. Johnson stated, 'Our political leadership, our business leadership -our leadership in labor, in agriculture, in education, and in the professions -must be united in understanding, must be united in mutual trust, must be united in common purpose' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1965: 994) . Similarly, George H. W. Bush described: 'Leadership assumes office; it exerts its influence. But it must never presume that it does any more than speak and act for the people, and we have had honest differences. But we agree on goals, and what matters is that we make progress on issues of shared concern' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1990: 434) .
For some, this common purpose represents the interests of citizens of the United States. According to Carter, the fount of power in our country rests in an informed public -an informed public -a public that's aware of the alternatives that we have available to us, to explore those alternatives through open debate, through democratic processes, through freedom of speech, and then shape common goals that are worthy of a great nation like our own. (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1979 States, : 1998 Likewise, Roosevelt stated, we now realize as we have never realized before our interdependence on each other; that we cannot merely take but we must give as well; that if we are to go forward, we must move as a trained and loyal army willing to sacrifice for the good of a common discipline, because without such discipline no progress is made, no leadership becomes effective. (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1934: Item 1) Others see common purpose beyond the borders of the USA. Truman asserted, 'Today, the free people of the world are looking to us for the moral leadership that will unite them in a common purpose' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1946: 2). Johnson similarly called for leaders 'whose cause is not the cause of one nation but whose cause is the cause of all nations -men whose enemies are not other men but the historic foes of mankind' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1967: 497-8) .
Presidents often discuss visionary leadership and common purposes built around values and principles. At times, these discussions sound rather general. Of course, presidents do discuss values and principles in leadership more specifically. Oft-cited values include world peace (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1946 States, , 1980 , justice (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1946 States, , 1951 States, , 1960 States, , 1980 , and freedom (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1957 States, , 1964 States, , 1966 States, , 1996 . Clinton referenced all of these and then some in a discussion of values in leadership: 'Leadership must remain rooted in our values, must continue to advance democracy and freedom to promote peace and security, to enhance prosperity and preserve our planet. When it comes to the pursuit of these goals, it is important that we never forget that our values and our interests are one in the same' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1995 States, : 1979 .
Kennedy referenced America's leadership in the world in discussing that 'we must be true to the great principles of our Constitution' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1962: 124) . And Reagan articulated his own beliefs related to leadership and principles: 'Now leadership. First of all, I think you must have some principles you believe in. In mine, I happen to believe in the people and believe that the people are supposed to be dominant in our society -that they, not government, are to have control of their own affairs to the greatest extent possible, with an orderly society' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1985 States, : 1445 . 
Moral leadership
In asking about the morally right in leadership, Reagan was not alone. In fact, presidents often use the phrase 'moral leadership' or 'spiritual leadership' when defining leadership in terms of values and principles. Some discuss it somewhat generally, such as Eisenhower's reference to 'inspirational ideas':
There is one field where no man, no woman, no nation, need take a secondary place, and that is in moral leadership. The spirit of a people is not to be measured by its size or its riches or even its age. It is something that comes from the heart, and from the very smallest nation can come some of the great ideasparticularly those great inspirational ideas that inspire men to strive always upward and onward. (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1961: 484) Others define it in terms of 'morality.'As Truman described, 'The need for this moral awakening applies to all men and women everywhere, but it applies particularly to the youth of today from whom the leadership of tomorrow will come' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1947: 142) . Ford applied it beyond tomorrow's leaders: 'What is required of us all, if we are to lead successfully, is a strong moral foundation. We cannot stand very long on the shifting sands of situation ethics' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1977 States, : 1879 .
Presidents also see moral leadership as a central feature in the role the United States plays in global leadership. As Carter described, 'The rest of the world looks to us for leadership not only in material things -economic and military strength, political influence but also, I hope and believe and pray, in ethical and moral standards, the things that have always been the core of American strength' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1980 States, : 1873 . Such a sentiment echoes Truman, in his discussion of sharing atomic technologies with other nations: 'I believe that these proposals by the United States Government will be regarded by history as one of the world's greatest examples of political responsibility and moral leadership. In these proposals lies the best assurance for world peace and for the security of this great Nation' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1949: 789).
Leading by example
For most of the presidents included herein, leading by example plays an indispensable role in visionary, moral leadership focused on values and the common good. As Leadership 3(3) Articles the elder Bush described, 'Leadership cannot simply be asserted or demanded. It must be demonstrated' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1993 States, : 2230 . Some presidents discuss leading by example in terms of inspiration: 'A platoon leader doesn't get his platoon to go that way, by getting up and saying, "I am smarter, I am bigger, I am stronger, I am the leader." He gets men to go with him because they want to do it for him, because they believe in him' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1955: 684). Ford defined it more explicitly: 'The essential task of leadership in our modern age, as in ages past, is to inspire, to teach, to act with courage, to live with honor, and to show the way' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1977 States, : 1878 .
Others define leading by example in terms of conduct, particularly as it relates to moral leadership. Kennedy, Nixon, and Carter all defined it in the context of government, emphasizing the need for elected leaders and government employees to demonstrate ethical and moral leadership. As Kennedy described, Ultimately, high ethical standards can be maintained only if the leaders of government provide a personal example of dedication to the public service and exercise their leadership to develop in all government employees an increasing sensitivity to the ethical and moral conditions imposed by public service. Their own conduct must be above reproach. (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1962: 333-4) This rang a familiar note in Nixon's admonition, 'What this Nation needs is an example from its elected leaders in providing the spiritual and moral leadership which no programs for material progress can satisfy' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1971: 15), and Carter's observation, 'We've tried to maintain a strong moral leadership. I want our Nation's Government to have the reputation all over the Earth of being clean and decent' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1979: 1890).
As Carter implies, presidents clearly see the demonstration of moral conduct as critical to the ability to lead others. Not surprisingly, given their particular leadership context, presidents frequently discuss it in domestic versus international contexts: 'In the end, more than anything else, our world leadership grows out of the power of our example here at home' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1998: 245). Truman used the 'Golden Rule' to describe it (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1946), and Nixon discussed the importance of providing to other nations 'an example of spiritual leadership and idealism' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1971: 83). To do this, presidents emphasize the need to 'be true to the great principles of our Constitution' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1962: 224), to 'handle our problems at home' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1970: 702) , and 'to assure our citizens equality in justice, in opportunity and in civil rights' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1957: 25). While presidents often talk about their own leadership responsibilities, or the responsibilities of the United States as a leader in the world, they also encourage others to assume leadership responsibilities in their own environments, specifically for the common good. For example, in a commencement address at Notre Dame, Eisenhower intoned, Human progress in freedom is not merely something inscribed upon a tabletnot a matter to be shrugged off as a worry for others. Progress in freedom demands from each citizen a daily exercise of the will and the spirit -a fierce faith; it must not be stagnated by a philosophy of collectivity that seeks personal security as a prime objective. Clearly, you -you graduates who enjoy the blessings of higher education have a special responsibility to exercise leadership in helping others understand these problems. (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1961: 464) Clinton was no less philosophical in a question and answer session during a conference on leadership.
Leadership as responsibility
The central lesson of the progressive is that you either have to shape change consistent with your values, or you will be shaped by it in ways that make it more difficult for you to live by your values. To retreat from responsibility is to invite instability. To embrace the obligation of leadership has consistently under progressive times led to better lives for all Americans. I think we should talk less about American leadership in the world, because we are trying to be a good partner. Leadership, if it is existing, should be 
Leadership as service
To practise such leadership requires a spirit of service and selflessness. As Nixon concluded, 'I have found that the quality that is most important is selflessness' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1973: 804), which Johnson defined this way: 'You really can't look far into the future, and you really cannot provide the leadership that you ought to provide, and you really cannot be a doer if you just ask yourself constantly, "What will I get out of this?" and "How does it serve me?" You have got to be selfless' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1966: 750) . Eisenhower likewise stated that 'leadership is not merely trying to satisfy personal ambition. Leadership must have some quality in it, of desiring to give service to others -your country, your community, your business, humankind' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1961: 761) .
Beyond general applications of leadership as service, presidents also apply the definition in specific circumstances. George H. W. Bush introduced a program of national service (volunteerism) referring to it as a form of leadership (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1990) , and in the face of the Great Depression, Roosevelt referred to leadership as service in combination with other understandings of leadership:
If I read the temper of our people correctly, we now realize as we have never realized before our interdependence on each other; that we cannot merely take but we must give as well; that if we are to go forward, we must move as a trained and loyal army willing to sacrifice for the good of a common discipline, because without such discipline no progress is made, no leadership becomes effective. (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1934: Item 1) Thus, in defining leadership as visionary, values based, and focused on the common good, presidents emphasize its moral nature, which is demonstrated to others in personal and collective conduct rather than empty rhetoric. Such leadership also carries with it responsibilities and the necessity to collaborate with others. Yet, in so doing, leadership is not the pursuit of a personal agenda but service to the needs of others and to the principles held in common among citizens of communities, nations, and humanity.
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The activity of leadership
In addition to defining what leadership is, presidents of the United States often define what leaders do. As such, they clearly establish leadership as an active rather than passive or obstructionist role. In particular, they focus on decision making as the central business of leadership. Yet, despite this typically top-down action, presidents define leadership more as persuasion rather than command and control and as a reciprocal rather than one-way relationship between leaders and followers.
Active leadership
Even though presidential definitions often focus on vision, values, principles, and ideas, presidents still see leadership as a place of action. Take, for example, Johnson's discussion of leadership: 'Someone must take on the perilous task of leadership. Someone in shirt-sleeves must turn ideas into actions, dollars into programs. Someone must fight the lonely battles in each community -make the accommodations, win the supporters, get the results, and finally get the job done' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1967: 189) . It is a sentiment later echoed by Clinton: 'But leadership is not a spectator sport . . . It demands our participation' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1996: 1551).
In discussing the active nature of leadership, presidents sometimes juxtapose a desired definition against the undesirable, such as Eisenhower's observation, 'We believe that leadership is truly tested not by words but by deeds' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1957: 974). Roosevelt, too, contrasts leadership types, but focuses on the activist versus the obstructionist: 'The other type of dangerous leadership is represented by the man who says that he is in favor of progress but whose record shows that he hinders or hampers or tries to kill new measures of progress' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1939: Item 101).
Decision making
Presidents often discuss decision making as a central action in leadership, paying particular attention to the difficulties associated with it. As Nixon described, 'One of the problems of leadership is to take a position' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1970 States, : 1007 . At times, the 'problems' of leadership stem from fear: 'As a young man, and as President, I've learned some things about leadership. One is that the fear of failure is one of the greatest obstacles to progress' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1979 States, : 1995 .
Yet, more often, presidents refer to the unpopular decisions leaders need to make, particularly in the face of pressure from followers. Nixon described it as 'a leader must be willing to take unpopular stands when they are necessary' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1973: 999); Bush I stated, 'I don't think leadership is going along with everyone else' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1993: 971), and Reagan concluded, 'Well, leadership means making hard choices, even in an election year' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1989: 419) .
In addition to making decisions, presidents discuss the commitments leaders make after decisions. As George W. Bush described, 'a leader must be decisive enough to make a decision and stick by it' (Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, 2002: 917). Truman described it in even stronger terms: 'Leadership implies more than a recognition of the problem. It implies also a capacity to work out a joint solution with our partners, and to stay with it till the end; it implies resolution and fortitude' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1953: 190) . Nixon later called such perseverance a 'prime ingredient' of leadership (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1970).
Persuasion
Presidents recognize that making and sticking by decisions, although important in leadership, represents only part of the equation. Facilitating action after those decisions also falls under the purview of leaders. As Eisenhower noted, 'All leadership -political, economic, or moral -involves persuading others to do something now that will bring fruit in the future' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1959: 651). Indeed, Eisenhower called persuasion the 'essence of leadership' on several occasions, and he was not alone. Consider Truman's definition: 'Do you know what makes a leader? It's the man or woman who can persuade people to do what they ought to do -and which they sometimes don't do -without being persuaded. They also must have the ability to persuade people to do what they do not want to do and like it. That, in my opinion, is the best definition of leadership' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1953: 369-70) .
In the elder Bush's definition, persuasion also played a prominent part: 'Leadership requires formulating worthy goals, persuading others of their virtue, and contributing one's share of the common effort and then some' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1993: 2230).
Reciprocal leadership
In what seems somewhat contradictory to these discussions of persuasion (other than Truman's persuasion 'without being persuaded'), presidents describe leadership as a reciprocal relationship with followers. Thus, although leaders persuade others of a course of action, leaders themselves are influenced by followers. The senior Bush said, 'Leadership assumes office; it exerts influence. But it must never presume that it does any more than speak for the people' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1990: 434) .
This reciprocal relationship ties the acts of leaders to the values held among those in the community. According to Nixon, 'a leader who insists on imposing on the people his own ideas of how they should live their lives -when those ideas go directly contrary to the values of the people themselves -does not understand the role of a leader in a democracy' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1973: 999) . Therefore 'one of the things a leader needs occasionally is the inspiration he gets from the people he leads', said Eisenhower (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1956: 817) . This requires that leaders 'must be willing to listen' Yet, not all presidents emphasized leadership as a reciprocal relationship. When asked about leadership, George W. Bush responded, 'It's an interesting question about leadership. Does a leader lead, or does a leader follow? Does a leader lead opinion, or does a leader try to chase public opinion? My view is, the leader leads' (Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, 2002: 916) . A few days later, he applied this to his own leadership style: 'I don't take cues from anybody. I just do what I think is right. That's just the way I lead ' (p. 2006) .
Leading people
Ultimately presidents define leadership as a human endeavor, with its focus on the needs, desires, and interactions of people. On a large scale, Reagan described it this way:
As I see it, political leadership in a democracy requires seeing past the abstractions and embracing the vast diversity of humanity and doing it with humility, listening as best you can not just to those with high positions but to the cacophonous voices of ordinary people and trusting those millions of people, keeping out of their way, not trying to act the all-wise and all-powerful, not letting government act that way. Presidents more often discuss leading people on a smaller scale, such as Clinton's assertion, 'your people, first and foremost, need to feel connected to you' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1995 States, : 2151 . Clinton later explained the importance of this connection:
The most fulfilled people in life are those whose lives are most whole and most in harmony with others with whom they live and come in contact and work, and that in a funny way we're all trying, in different ways, to end the isolation of our endeavors and find some real integrity, some wholeness to them, to connect ourselves to each other in a way that enables us to flourish as individuals and to find personal success by making the whole stronger and better. (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1998: 824) Eisenhower provided specific direction in how leaders create this connection: 'I believe that there is more to be gained by the boss letting his people know that if necessary -if they have got something that is really on their hearts -they can get all the way up to him' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1955: 477) .
Creating this connection begins with respect: 'You've got to treat people with respect on your team' (Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, 2002: 917) . Eisenhower discussed the importance of respect in an address to a conference of the Society for Personnel Administration: 'Because humans are still humans, they will respond to human consideration, to human kindness, to human courtesy -which are at the same time the cheapest and most valuable items that I know in dealing with another' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1955: 478) . 
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Discussion
This study sought to discern ways in which presidents of the United States since Franklin Roosevelt have defined leadership. In nearly 400 statements, presidents spoke often about what leadership is and what leaders do. Most often, presidents defined leadership as visionary, goal oriented, moral, principles based, a responsibility, and a search for the common good. Such definitions typically involve the world of ideas and ideals, which seems to lean toward a more passive leadership role.
However, presidents frequently complemented these definitions with discussions of what leaders do, clearly establishing leadership as active rather than passive. Such discussions most often focused on decision making in leadership and the necessity of persuasion to facilitate decisions once made. Although this sounds rather top-down, presidents emphasized the reciprocal nature of leadership and the necessity of collaboration in leading, particularly given the ultimate importance of and focus on people.
From this, it is possible to create a definition of leadership according to US presidents since Franklin Roosevelt: leadership is a process by which an individual or individuals in a position of responsibility (a) discern a desired future for the community based on collaboration with members of that community and aligned with their widely held, socially contracted principles and values, and (b) facilitate the realization of that future through decision making, goal setting, persuasion, and setting an example of service to one another and to the common good.
To be sure, there may be slight differences or disagreements discernible from presidential statements over the 70-year span covered in this study, but such differences remain at the margins. In fact, comparing statements made by Roosevelt, Truman, and Eisenhower with those made by the most recent office holders reveals a remarkable consistency, particularly in light of evolving definitions and applications of leadership during the 20th century. Thus, although scholars such as Seligman and Covington (1996: 64) write, 'It is difficult to state precisely what constitutes leadership, and it is just as difficult to distinguish good from bad', presidents appear not to find a common understanding so difficult.
If definitions among presidents appear to differ little, how do presidential definitions compare to presidential/leadership theorists outside the presidency? Compared to contemporary scholars, there also appears to be some consistency. For example, numerous scholars (Andrews, 2002; Emrich et al., 2001; Hargrove, 1998; Schlesinger, 1986) emphasize the importance of vision, and like those presidents who called it the 'essence' of leadership, some authors identify it as the 'sine qua non' of successful leadership (Emrich et al., 2001: 1) .
Persuasion, too, receives much attention among presidential/leadership scholars. Indeed, some identify it as a central feature of leadership (Bailey et al., 2003; Neustadt, 1990) . The presidency requires persuasion, with its constitutional structure of shared power, but other leaders must practise it as well, given the reciprocal relationship of leaders and followers (Dorsey, 2002) .
For those scholars who articulate more comprehensive definitions or models of leadership, there also appears to be some overlap in presidential statements. For example, Siegel's (2001) aforementioned definition included vision, persuasion, support systems, and decision making, three of which aligned with discussions by presidents herein. Moreover, Pillai's (1998; Pillai et al., 2004) leadership index, which includes vision, leading by example, goal setting and common purpose, highperformance expectations, connecting with followers, and intellectual stimulation sees much in common with presidential statements on leadership.
There are, however, some noticeable areas of disconnect. First, as previously mentioned, numerous authors have given attention to rhetorical leadership, yet, the concept played only a minor role in presidential definitions. To be sure, some presidents discussed rhetoric when referencing the presidency specifically but not necessarily when discussing leadership more generally. Of course, rhetorical leadership arguably plays an implicit part in persuasion and perhaps in Ford's statement that one of the tasks of leadership is 'to teach' (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1977: 1878), but explicit statements were rare.
Second, while 'charismatic leadership' has seen ample attention in literature (Bass, 1983 (Bass, , 1999 Bass et al, 1987; Emrich et al., 1993 Emrich et al., , 2001 House et al., 1991; Howell & Avolio, 1995; Pillai, 1998) , the concept saw little reference by presidents. Generally, studies on charismatic leadership emphasize a strong emotional and affective bond between leaders and followers built on a personal quality or qualities of leaders (Emrich et al., 2001) . Such bonds are said to induce strong support from followers to leaders. Yet, Edwards (2002) , upon examination of the concept, concludes that little systematic evidence supports it. Apparently presidents concur.
Yet, despite the lack of references to charismatic leadership, presidential definitions do appear consistent with what some aforementioned scholars (Blunt & Jones, 1997; Brain & Lewis, 2004; Reihlen, 2001 ) have characterized as western, and particularly Anglo, with their emphases on a role or position in which a leader discerns common values and facilitates their realization through leader-centered actions such as goal setting and persuasion. This is not particularly surprising, of course. One would hardly expect the elected leader of the USA to sound like that of Finland. But it does lead one to wonder about the veracity of Fabbrini's (1994) thesis.
On at least one count, these findings undermine Fabbrini's assertions. While he noted differences in presidential leadership before and after Nixon, the presidential statements studied herein showed remarkable consistency in how the office holders defined leadership. This was particularly true when presidents contextualized leadership in global politics and events, wherein they saw the USA, and by extension presidents, as active and central leaders. If European political leadership saw an Americanization in the 1980s, it was likely not as a result of a different understanding of leadership, particularly presidential leadership, beginning in the 1970s. Moreover, presidents after Reagan continued to define leadership similarly during a time when Fabbrini notes a decline in the Americanization of European political leadership. Indeed, the analysis herein indicates George W. Bush's definition of leadership may be among the most leader-centrist of the presidents since Reagan, yet his tenure in office has seen arguably the most resistance to American leadership by European leaders in recent memory.
Of course, what presidents say about leadership and what they actually do in practice do not always align, a phenomenon not uncommon among leaders discussing leadership (Blunt & Jones, 1997) . For example, from what is generally known of Johnson as a leader, it would be difficult to imagine him listening nearly as much as he claimed he did. And Clinton was certainly no shining example of leadership 'based on principle, not mere politics'.
To further illustrate this phenomenon, Table 2 presents results from a leadership analysis of US presidents completed by CSPAN (1999) . As the final element of a year-long American Presidents television series, CSPAN conducted a survey of presidential leadership, which asked historians to rate Presidents Roosevelt through Clinton in 10 areas of leadership. Fifty-eight historians from across the political spectrum contributed using survey questions built around the following leadership characteristics: 'Public Persuasion', 'Crisis Leadership', 'Economic Management', 'Moral Authority', 'International Relations', 'Administrative Skills', 'Relations with Congress', 'Vision/Agenda Setting', and 'Pursuit of Equal Justice for All'. And, to control for the changing role of the presidency over the course of US history, the survey measured 'Performance Within the Context of His Times.' Each question used a 10-point Likert-type scale, where 1 equaled 'not effective' and 10 equaled 'very effective'. Categories were analyzed by averaging all the responses in any given category for each president and converted into a 100-point scale for reporting purposes. Each of the ten categories was given equal weighting by the CSPAN analysts, and so they are below in the mean rating score.
As the table indicates, only 3 of the 11 presidents scored greater than an average of 70, while 4 of them scored around an average of 50 (approximately one standard deviation below the mean). Interestingly, the highest scores came before Nixon, while the lowest came with and after his presidency, appearing to lend some credibility to Fabbrini's (1994) assertion. More to the point, the grand mean across all presidents (M = 62.70, SD = 12.46) seems to point toward a notable difference between how presidents define leadership and what they practice, at least based on the historian's assessments of the presidents' performance/achievements.
The difference between rhetoric and reality likely reflects, in part, the human condition, and perhaps in even greater part the symbolic nature of political speech (Edelman, 1971 (Edelman, , 1977 (Edelman, , 1988 . These presidential statements about leadership were made while in office and frequently in response to a question by a reporter or an audience member. Thus, in answering a question, presidents may be discussing leadership generally, but they are likely also attempting to cast their own leadership in the best possible light. Consider the aforementioned quotes from Johnson and Nixon concerning selflessness in leadership. From history's vantage point, one can see that both men thought often about self, but their statements were clearly designed to symbolize otherwise.
Moreover, during an election year presidents use definitions of leadership to portray themselves positively while undermining their opponents' leadership image. For example, in 1992 the senior Bush repeatedly made statements similar to this:
Governor Clinton, a man who hedges or ducks on almost every tough issue, a man who seems to feel strongly on both sides of almost every issue that are before this great Nation. I found out something in the Oval Office: You can't have it both ways. You've got to call it as you see it. You have to make the tough decision and then pay the consequences or get the credit. But you can't be on every side of every issue, waffling around, and call that leadership. That is not leadership. (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1993 States, : 1496 Despite such use of rhetoric, however, presidential reflections on leadership still provide valuable insights from a perspective rarely considered -from the inside out.
Leadership While much of it appears consistent with leadership scholarship generally, some presidential observations evidence subtle differences born out of experience. One such is the notion of responsibility. Although responsibility plays a relatively minor role in leadership literature, presidents referenced it often and explicitly. They clearly felt the weight of responsibility both personally and collectively, that is, the leadership responsibilities the United States assumes in the global community, and that burden of responsibility played an important part in how they defined leadership.
Future leadership research and leadership preparation could benefit from exploring the concept of responsibility further. In addition, subsequent research could consider the aforementioned disconnect between the ways presidents (or other leaders) define leadership and how they practice it. Additional data would also contribute much to this line of inquiry, as only statements made by presidents while in office were included herein. Finally, expanding this research beyond the modern presidency would reveal interesting and yet largely unexplored conceptions of leadership from earlier office holders and allow for potentially insightful comparisons over time. To be sure, some have examined leadership in different historical periods (Burns, 1978; Phillips, 1997) , but not necessarily from the perspectives of the leaders themselves, as considered herein.
